Eighteenth Message from the President
January 19th, 2022

Colleagues,

It feels great to return to campus to welcome you and our students back to inperson learning and working. I appreciate the efforts you are making to engage in
our health and safety protocols and participate in our COVID testing events and
vaccine clinics. The Omicron variant has impacted a good number of us these
past few weeks, including my family where my three-year-old, Hope, tested
positive last week. While the rest of my family is vaccinated, mask-wearing and
physical distancing have been a must in our home; and fortunately, a free COVID
clinic is nearby for the whole family. Hope’s been a real trouper through this, and
fortunately it’s only showing up as a deep cough.
I hope you enjoyed last week’s Intersession and found your course experience
engaging and fulfilling. It was terrific to see more than 20 Alumni and parents team
up with colleagues across the Academy. As we return to campus, I appreciate
your efforts to support students who may be impacted by COVID. I anticipate this
Omicron surge will diminish in Illinois by the end of January according to
projections from the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation. I want to express
my gratitude to the Principal’s Office, Student Affairs Office, Residential Life team,
ITS, ITMC and all of our colleagues who will be supporting hybrid learning. I
recognize you are making some adjustments and accommodations in service to
our students, and that requires additional planning time and tech setup.

The Board of Trustees convened earlier today and we will have a Board recap
session on Monday, January 24 from 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. This recap meeting
has two parts: Board recap and Cabinet updates. In the first part, we will review
Board topics from today, which included the Equity and Excellence Scorecard,
capital development considerations (resident halls), and adjustments to the
enrollment policy to permit a petition to return. You can see the agenda and
reports posted to Board Docs, and metrics reflecting progress on our Academy
priorities in our Operational Excellence Dashboard. In the second part of next
Monday’s meeting, I would like to give you an update on recruiting future Cabinet
roles and the rationale behind some shifts on the horizon.
You will also notice the Board approved retroactive salary increases for nonbargaining unit members currently working and hired prior to May 31, 2021. I
recognize the increases this year are fairly modest given our flat funding situation,
and hope we can offer larger increases in the future as we advocate for higher
state appropriations. I also recognize the bargaining units are in the process of
negotiating a salary increase, and hope that will be resolved very soon. I want to
be able to support ongoing raises for everyone while maintaining a sustainable
budget into the future.
Last, I want to express my appreciation to our Office of Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion, Peer Multi-Educators, speakers, performers and production team for the
inspiring MLK assembly and also planning a wonderful program of activities during
MLK week. This is a terrific opportunity to honor the memory of Martin Luther King

Jr., celebrate his impact and remind us of the important work we still need to do in
our Equity and Excellence goals. I appreciate your efforts to engage in related
professional learning, such as completing the Cultural Competency course,
participating in upcoming sessions on Community Day, and establishing equity
goals as a personal commitment to advance this work.

Titans Together,
Evan

Dr. Evan M. Glazer
President

